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a b s t r a c t
A well-known polymodal provability logic GLP due to Japaridze is complete w.r.t. the
arithmetical semantics where modalities correspond to reflection principles of restricted
logical complexity in arithmetic. This system plays an important role in some recent
applications of provability algebras in proof theory. However, an obstacle in the study of
GLP is that it is incomplete w.r.t. any class of Kripke frames. In this paper we provide a
complete Kripke semantics for GLP. First, we isolate a certain subsystem J of GLP that is
sound and complete w.r.t. a nice class of finite frames. Second, appropriate models for
GLP are defined as the limits of chains of finite expansions of models for J. The techniques
involves unions of n-elementary chains and inverse limits of Kripke models. All the results
are obtained by purely modal-logical methods formalizable in elementary arithmetic.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
This paper is devoted to a modal-logical study of polymodal provability logic GLP introduced by Giorgi Japaridze [13,14]
as early as in 1986. This logic describes in the style of provability logic all the universally valid schemata for the reflection
principles of restricted logical complexity in arithmetic. More recently, important applications of GLP have been found in
proof theory and ordinal analysis of arithmetic, which stimulated further interest towards GLP (see Refs. [2,3] for a survey).
The modal-logical study of GLP was initiated by Konstantin Ignatiev [11,12] who simplified Japaridze’s arithmetical
completeness theorem and established Craig’s interpolation and fixed-point properties for this logic. He also gave a normal
form theorem and a universal Kripke model for the closed fragment of GLP. Some of these results have been adapted by
George Boolos and incorporated into his popular book on provability logic [6], where one can find a very readable exposition
of (a bimodal version of) GLP.
Nevertheless, some natural questions about purely modal-logical properties of GLP have been left open after Ignatiev’s
work. The main difficulty in the study of GLP comes from the fact that it is not complete w.r.t. any class of Kripke frames.
Ignatiev failed to give an adequate Kripke-style semantics for GLP. Moreover, his methods partially relied on arithmetical
semantics for GLP, on the one hand, and on the use of transfinite induction up to 0, on the other, and thus were not
formalizable in Peano arithmetic. Yet, formalizability turned out to be essential for some of the above-mentioned proof-
theoretic applications of GLP (see Ref. [1] for a detailed discussion of these aspects).
This has led the authors of Ref. [1] to rethink the approach toGLP taken by Ignatiev andBoolos and to search for alternative
treatments. In Ref. [1] a normal form theorem for the closed fragment ofGLP is established by finitarymethods (formalizable
in a weak subsystem of Peano arithmetic). These methods are based on bisimulation arguments that allow to isolate finite
n-elementary substructures in a universal model, similar to Ignatiev’s one, for the closed fragment of GLP.
In the present paper we develop this approach further and solve the main remaining open question on the modal logic
GLP. We give a complete Kripke-style semantics for GLP, which allows to establish its modal-logical properties such as
decidability and Craig interpolation by finitary methods. General Kripke models for GLP can be presented as the limits of
n-elementary chains of finite models generated by a certain ‘blow-up’ operation. A universal model for the closed fragment
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Fig. 1. Frame condition (I). Dashed arrows represent the relations that must exist given the solid arrows.
of GLP— isomorphic to the one introduced in Ref. [1] and somewhat deviating from Ignatiev’s — can be obtained in this way
from the simplest linear frames.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce a subsystem J of GLP which is complete w.r.t. a natural class of
finite Kripke frames and provides a sufficiently good approximation to GLP. We prove two completeness theorems for J:
the one for a general kind of (finite) Kripke frames, called J-frames, and the one for a more restricted class of nicer looking
frames, called stratified frames. Then we introduce the ‘blow-up’ operations that can be applied to any finite stratified frame
and yield models of arbitrarily large fragments of GLP. This would already be sufficient for a proof of a weak completeness
result for GLP. However, to obtain a stronger result we need to nicely glue such models together.
To do that in a reasonablewaywe present two general techniques, which— to the best of our knowledge— have not been
used much in the modal-logical literature: inverse limits of directed families of Kripke models connected by p-morphisms,
and unions of n-elementary chains of Kripke models. (However, see Goldblatt [8,9] for developing these techniques in the
context of generalized Kripke frames.) The main technical result of the paper occurs in Section 7 where it is shown that
the blow-up operations preserve, in some sense, n-elementary extensions of stratified models. In Section 9 we prove our
main results for GLP. Notably, the completeness theorem for the given semantics turns out to be technically easier than the
soundness one.
The Craig interpolation theorem for GLP and related Beth definability and fixed-point theorems — all proved by finitary
methods — are presented in a preprint [4]. Earlier, Ignatiev [12] has established these results partly relying on the
arithmetical semantics of GLP and using some principles not formalizable in Peano arithmetic.
1. A subsystem of GLP
GLP is a propositional modal logic formulated in a language with infinitely manymodalities [0], [1], [2], etc. GLP is given
by the following axiom schemata and rules:
Axioms: (i) Boolean tautologies;
(ii) [n](ϕ→ ψ)→ ([n]ϕ→ [n]ψ);
(iii) [n]([n]ϕ→ ϕ)→ [n]ϕ;
(iv) [m]ϕ→ [n][m]ϕ, form ≤ n.
(v) 〈m〉ϕ→ [n]〈m〉ϕ, form < n.
(vi) [m]ϕ→ [n]ϕ, form ≤ n;
Rules: modus ponens, ϕ ` [n]ϕ.
The system given by Axioms (i)–(v) was isolated by Ignatiev; we call it I. Ignatiev has shown that I is complete w.r.t. the
class of (finite) Kripke frames (W; R0, R1, . . .) satisfying the following conditions:
• Rk is a converse well-founded, transitive ordering relation onW , for each k ≥ 0;
• ∀x, y (xRny⇒ ∀z (xRmz ⇔ yRmz)) ifm < n. (I)
We call such frames Ignatiev frames, or I-frames (Fig. 1). Notice that there can be no more than one arrow between any two
points in an Ignatiev frame. Otherwise, one obtains a contradiction with the irreflexivity of the smallest of the two relations.
By a finite I-frame we mean an I-frame (W; R0, R1, . . .)whereW is finite and all but finitely many relations Rn are empty.
Let J denote the system obtained from I by adding the axiom schema:
(vii) [m]ϕ→ [m][n]ϕ, ifm ≤ n.
Clearly, Axiom (vii) is provable in GLP:
GLP ` [m]ϕ → [m][m]ϕ
→ [m][n]ϕ, by (vi) and normality.
We will show that J is complete and enjoys finite model property w.r.t. a class of somewhat nicer frames than those for I.
We call a J-frame an Ignatiev frame satisfying
• ∀x, y (xRmy& yRnz ⇒ xRmz) ifm ≤ n. (J)
Notice that (J) already implies the transitivity of each Rn (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Frame condition (J).
Theorem 1. J is sound and complete w.r.t. (finite) J-frames.
Proof. The soundness part is easy. For the completeness part, assume ∆ is a set of formulas closed under subformulas,
modified negation:∼ϕ := ψ if ϕ = ¬ψ , for some ψ;∼ϕ := ¬ϕ, otherwise, and the following operation:
[n]ϕ, [m]ψ ∈ ∆⇒ [m]ϕ ∈ ∆.
We call such a set∆ adequate.
Let `(∆) = {n ∈ ω : [n]ϕ ∈ ∆ for some ϕ}. Clearly, every finite set of formulas Γ can be extended to a finite adequate
set∆ ⊇ Γ such that `(∆) = `(Γ ).
Let us fix some finite adequate ∆. Below we shall assume that all the modalities range within `(∆). We consider the
following filtrated canonical model structure.
W := {x : x is a maximal J-consistent set of formulas from∆}.
For any x, y ∈ W we let xRny if the following conditions hold:
1. For any [n]ϕ ∈ ∆ such that [n]ϕ ∈ x,
ϕ ∈ y & ∀k ≥ n (k ∈ `(∆)⇒ [k]ϕ ∈ y);
2. For any [m]ϕ ∈ ∆ such thatm < n, [m]ϕ ∈ x⇔ [m]ϕ ∈ y;
3. There is a [n]ϕ ∈ ∆ such that [n]ϕ ∈ y and [n]ϕ 6∈ x.
Since∆ is finite, all but finitely many relations Rn onW are empty.
Lemma 1.1. W is a J-frame.
Proof. Condition 3 guarantees the irreflexivity of the relations Rn.
Assume xRny, xRmz and m < n; we prove yRmz. Indeed, if [m]ϕ ∈ y then [m]ϕ ∈ x, since m < n. Hence ϕ, [k]ϕ ∈ z, for
k ≥ m. If k < m then [k]ϕ ∈ y⇔ [k]ϕ ∈ x⇔ [k]ϕ ∈ z. Finally, we have [m]ψ ∈ z, [m]ψ 6∈ x, for someψ . Hence, [m]ψ 6∈ y
becausem < n.
Assume xRny, yRmz andm ≤ n; we prove xRmz. (This also shows the transitivity of Rn.) Indeed, if [m]ϕ ∈ x then [m]ϕ ∈ y,
since m ≤ n. Hence ϕ, [k]ϕ ∈ z, for k ≥ m. If k < m then [k]ϕ ∈ x ⇔ [k]ϕ ∈ y ⇔ [k]ϕ ∈ z. Finally, we have [m]ψ ∈ z,
[m]ψ 6∈ y, for some ψ . Hence, [m]ψ 6∈ x becausem ≤ n.
Assume xRmy, yRnz andm ≤ n; we prove xRmz. Ifm ≤ k ≤ n, then [m]ϕ ∈ x implies [k]ϕ ∈ y and [k]ϕ ∈ z. If k ≥ n, then
[m]ϕ ∈ x implies [n]ϕ ∈ y and ϕ, [k]ϕ ∈ z. Finally, since xRmy, there is a ψ such that [m]ψ ∈ y, [m]ψ 6∈ x. Sincem ≤ nwe
also have [m]ψ ∈ z, and we are done. 
We define the evaluation of propositional variables onW by lettingW, x  p ⇐⇒ p ∈ x.
Lemma 1.2. For any ϕ ∈ ∆,W, x  ϕ ⇐⇒ ϕ ∈ x.
Proof. This is completely standard by induction on the length of ϕ. We only treat the crucial case that ϕ = [m]ϕ0. If [m]ϕ0
∈ x and xRmy, then ϕ0 ∈ y, by the definition of Rm onW . Hence, by the induction hypothesis,W, y  ϕ0. Since this holds for
any y, we haveW, x  [m]ϕ0.
Assume [m]ϕ0 6∈ x. Since x is maximal J-consistent,¬[m]ϕ0 ∈ x. LetΦ be the union of the following sets of formulas:
1. Φ1 := {[n]ψ,ψ : [m]ψ ∈ x, n ≥ m};
2. Φ2 := {[k]ψ : [k]ψ ∈ x, k < m};
3. Φ3 := {¬[k]ψ : ¬[k]ψ ∈ x, k < m};
4. Φ4 := {[m]ϕ0,∼ϕ0}.
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We show thatΦ is J-consistent. Assume otherwise, then, identifying setsΦi with the conjunctions of their elements,
J ` Φ1 ∧ Φ2 ∧ Φ3 → ([m]ϕ0 → ϕ0).
Hence, by Löb’s axiom,
J ` [m]Φ1 ∧ [m]Φ2 ∧ [m]Φ3 → [m]([m]ϕ0 → ϕ0)
→ [m]ϕ0.
On the other hand, we notice that for n ≥ m, by Axiom (vii),
J ` [m]ψ → [m]([n]ψ ∧ ψ),
for any formula ψ , whence J ` Φ ′1 → [m]Φ1, where
Φ ′1 := {[m]ψ : [m]ψ ∈ x}.
Secondly, if k < m, by Axioms (iv) and (v) we have, respectively,
J ` [k]ψ → [m][k]ψ, (1)
J ` ¬[k]ψ → [m]¬[k]ψ. (2)
Hence, J ` Φ2 → [m]Φ2 and J ` Φ3 → [m]Φ3. Therefore,
J ` Φ ′1 ∧ Φ2 ∧ Φ3 → [m]ϕ0,
which implies that x is J-inconsistent, quod non.
Thus, Φ is consistent and we can find a maximal consistent set y ⊇ Φ . Then, W, y 1 ϕ0, by the induction hypothesis,
and xRmy, by the definition of Rm. Hence,W, x 1 [m]ϕ0. 
From the previous lemma we obtain a proof of Theorem 1 in a standard way. Assume J 0 ϕ. Consider a finite adequate
set ∆ containing ϕ and the corresponding modelW . Let x be any maximal J-consistent set of formulas from ∆ containing
∼ϕ. ThenW, x 1 ϕ, by Lemma 1.2. 
Remark. In Ref. [4] we establish Craig interpolation and fixed-point properties for J and for GLP using a modification of this
proof.
Let us visualize the structure of a J-modelW . Let R¯m denote the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation Rm∪Rm+1∪· · · ,
and let Em denote the symmetric, transitive, reflexive closure of the same relation. Em-equivalence classes will be calledm-
planes. We have the following simple properties:
• Eachm-plane is partitioned into (m+ 1)-planes, since Em+1 refines Em.• All points in an (m+ 1)-plane are Rm-incomparable, in fact, Rn-incomparable for any n ≤ m.
Assume x1Sm1x2Sm2 . . . Smkxk+1 with all mi > m, where Sj denotes either Rj or the inverse relation R
−1
j . If x1Rnxk+1,
then using property (I) one successively obtains x2Rnxk+1, x3Rnxk+1, . . . , xk+1Rnxk+1, which contradicts the irreflexivity
of Rn.• There is an ordering relation Rm between (m+ 1)-planes defined by αRmβ if ∃x ∈ α ∃y ∈ β xRmy. We have, by (I):
αRmβ ⇐⇒ ∃y ∈ β ∀x ∈ α xRmy.
• Assume α and β are (m+ 1)-planes and αRmβ . Let βα denote the set {y ∈ β : ∃x ∈ α xRmy}. Then βα is upwards closed
w.r.t. R¯m+1, by property (J).
2. m-models, p-morphisms and limits
m-models. An m-plane of a J-modelA can be considered as a model in the restricted signature Rm, Rm+1, etc. J-models in
this signature will be calledm-models. The grade of anm-model is the numberm (specifying its signature).
Remark. There is a possible source of confusion concerning the use and representation of m-models for various m.
Sometimes, ‘essentially the same’ models can be considered as m-models for different m (e.g., the modelA in Fig. 5 can be
seen as a 0-, 1-, or 2-model). Formally, however, the notion of Kripke model presupposes a specified signature. So, speaking
of a model we always assume there is a grade assigned to it.
Here is an important convention: Given anm-modelAwe denote its (m+1)-planesα, β , etc. andwriteα ∈ A to indicate
that α is an (m+ 1)-plane inA. Unless otherwise specified,we shall consider k-planes ofA as k-models (for any k > m), thus
not asm-models.
To a finite m-modelAwe can associate a number rk(A) called rank ofA. Recall that in a finite model all but finitely many
relations Rn are empty. Let k denote themaximal n such that Rn 6= ∅ inA. Then rk(A) := k+1−m. Essentially, rkmeasures
the maximal depth of nestings of planes inA.
Anm-model is trivial if all of its relations are empty. We obviously have: rk(A) = 0, ifA is trivial; otherwise,
rk(A) = max
α∈A rk(α)+ 1,
where α runs through all (m+ 1)-planes ofA. Below, we shall often use induction on the rank of a model.
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To every 0-model there corresponds a k-model obtained by renaming every Ri by Ri+k, for each i. We call this transforma-
tion k-lifting. The opposite transformation is called k-lowering. All the notions defined below for 0-models can be obviously
lifted to k-models. We shall often use this fact without mention, which will allow us to keep notation simple.
Any (k + 1)-modelA also gives rise to a k-model B = (A; Rk) with Rk empty. We denote such a B by {A}. Notice that
this operation is quite different from lowering.
Morphisms. An embedding of 0-models is an injective function f : A→ B preserving the evaluation of variables and such
that, for all x, y ∈ A and any k, xRky if and only if f (x)Rkf (y). Obviously, in this case A can be identified with a submodel
of B, that is, a subset of B together with all the inherited relations and the evaluation of variables. A submodel A ⊆ B is
called upwards closed if, for all x ∈ A, y ∈ B, and k ≥ 0, xRky implies y ∈ A.
A p-morphism f : A→ B is a function satisfying the following requirements for any k:
(i) For all a, b ∈ A, aRkb implies f (a)Rkf (b).
(ii) For all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, if f (a)Rkb then there is a′ ∈ A such that f (a′) = b and aRka′.
(iii) For any variable p,A, a  p if and only ifB, f (a)  p.
It is easy to check that p-morphisms are closed under composition and that a p-morphic image of a J-model is a J-model.
If a p-morphism f : A→ B is injective, it happens to be an embedding. Such embeddings will be called end-embeddings.
In this case A can be identified with an upwards closed submodel of B. The main property of p-morphisms is formulated
in the following standard lemma (see [5,7]).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose f : A→ B is a p-morphism. Then, for each x ∈ A and any formula ϕ,
A, x  ϕ ⇐⇒ B, f (x)  ϕ.
Inverse limits. Assume that (I,≺) is a directed partial ordering, that is, an ordering satisfying
∀α, β ∈ I ∃γ ∈ I (α  γ and β  γ ).
Let (Aα)α∈I be a family of 0-models such that for each pair α, β ∈ I with α ≺ β there is a p-morphism fαβ : Aβ → Aα . We
require that these p-morphisms satisfy the conditions fαβ ◦ fβγ = fαγ , if α ≺ β ≺ γ , and let fαα = idAα .
The inverse limit limα∈I Aα is the subset of the direct product
∏
α∈I Aα consisting of those elements x = (xα)α∈I such
that
∀α, β ∈ I (α ≺ β ⇒ xα = fαβ(xβ)).
The relations Rk on limα∈I Aα are defined by
xRky ⇐⇒ ∀α ∈ I xαRkyα inAα.
We also define: limα∈I Aα, x  p iff ∀α ∈ I Aα, xα  p.
Let fα : limα∈I Aα → Aα denote the canonical mapping x 7−→ xα . From now on we shall only consider countable I .
Lemma 2.2. For each α ∈ I , fα is a p-morphism.
Proof. We check the three conditions of p-morphisms.
(i) If xRky, then clearly fα(x)Rkfα(y).
(iii) If x ∈ limα∈I Aα then, for all α, β ∈ I , Aα, xα  p iff Aβ , xβ  p, for any variable p. Indeed, if α, β  γ , then Aα,
xα  p iffAγ , xγ  p, because fαγ is a p-morphism and xα = fαγ (xγ ), and similarly for xβ . Thus, fα preserves the evaluation
of variables.
(ii) Assume x ∈ limα∈I Aα and xαRkw in Aα . We need to construct a y ∈ limα∈I Aα such that yα = w and xRky. Let us
enumerate all β ∈ I in a sequence β0 = α, β1, β2, . . .. For each iwe construct a yi ∈ Aβi such that xβiRkyi and yi = fβiβj(yj)
whenever βi ≺ βj. Suppose J is a finite subset of I such that yj, for all βj ∈ J , are already constructed. (Initially, we put
J = {β0} and y0 := w.) We inductively assume that J has a supremum βs.
Let i be the least such that βi 6∈ J . If βi ≺ βs let yi := fβiβs(ys). Otherwise, take the first βm such that βi ≺ βm and βs ≺ βm.
Using Condition (ii) for the p-morphism fβsβm find a ym ∈ Aβm such that xβmRkym and fβsβm(ym) = ys. Add βi and βm to J and
let yi := fβiβm(ym). Thus, βm will be the new supremum of J .
Obviously, the increasing sequence of finite sets J exhausts I . Hence, (yi)i≥0 defines an element y of limα∈I Aα such that
fα(y) = y0 = w. It is also clear that xRky, since we have fβ(x)Rkfβ(y) for all β ∈ I . 
Remark. It should be noted that the category of Kripkemodels and p-morphisms is not closed under limits. Our inverse limit
construction does not, in general, satisfy the universal property of limits. We can only state the following weaker lemma.
Lemma 2.3. SupposeB is a set such that for each α ∈ I there is a mapping gα : B → Aα such that, for all α ≺ β , fαβ ◦gβ = gα .
Then there is a unique mapping g : B → limα∈I Aα such that, for all α ∈ I , gα = fα ◦ g.
Proof. We define g(x) := (gα(x))α∈I and the uniqueness part is also clear. However, it is in general not the case that f is a
p-morphism ifB is a Kripke model and all fα are p-morphisms, because of the failure of Condition (ii) for f . 
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Fig. 3. A stratified 0-model viewed as a three-dimensional structure. The horizontal squares are the 1-planes; the arrows represent R0-relations between
them (transitivity is assumed). Each 1-plane has a similar structure w.r.t. R1 , R2 , etc.
In some sense, it would be natural to deal with a modified category closed under limits, for example in the category of
general Kripke frames (see [8]). However, in this paper we are interested in the underlying finite combinatorial structures
and the minimal requirements to obtain an effective completeness result for GLP. So, we would like to postpone the
development of a more general theory to a further paper. What we need from inverse limits is stated in Lemma 2.2 and
the following obvious lemma.
Lemma 2.4. SupposeAα is a J-model, for all α ∈ I . Then limα∈I Aα is a J-model.
Proof. It is easy to check that Rk is a transitive irreflexive relation and to verify Conditions (I) and (J) for limα∈I Aα . Let us
check (J), the other conditions are checked similarly.
Assume xRmy and yRnz in limα∈I Aα , where m ≤ n. Then, for each α ∈ I , xαRmyα and yαRnzα . Hence, xαRmzα , for each α,
that is, xRmz.
Similarly, an infinite chain x1Rkx2Rkx3Rk · · · induces an infinite chain x1αRkx2αRk · · · in each Aα . Hence, limα∈I Aα is
conversely well-founded. 
3. Stratified models
In this section we improve upon Theorem 1. Let us call a stratified frame a J-frameW satisfying the following additional
condition:
∀x, y, z (zRmx & yRnx⇒ zRmy) ifm < n. (S)
Hence, in a stratified frame, for any (m + 1)-planes α, β such that αRmβ , any point of β is Rm-accessible from any point of
α; in other words βα = β . Thus, the R0-ordering on a stratified frame is completely determined by the R0-ordering of its
1-planes, R1 is determined by the R1-ordering of its 2-planes on each 1-plane, etc. Hence, we can think of stratified frames
as hereditary partial orderings (see Fig. 3).1
We shall prove that J is complete w.r.t. finite stratified models. This is a corollary of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. To every finite J-modelW there is a finite stratified modelW∗ and a surjective p-morphism f : W∗ → W .
Proof. We argue by induction on the rank of W . Notice that a model W is stratified iff every 1-plane of W is stratified
and condition (S) holds for m = 0. In the latter case we say that W is 0-stratified. Given a model W we first construct a
0-stratified modelW0 and a surjective p-morphism f0 : W0 → W .
We define the following resolution operation on a finite J-model W . Let α, β be 1-planes such that β is an immediate
R0-successor of α. Add toW a new 1-plane γ isomorphic to βα (with all the inherited relations Ri and the same evaluation
of variables). For any x ∈ γ let x′ denote the corresponding element of β . Define an ordering R′0 on the extended model
W ′ = W unionsq γ as follows:
1. ∀x ∈ γ ∀y ∈ W (xR′0y ⇐⇒ x′R0y);
2. ∀x ∈ W ∀y ∈ γ (xR′0y ⇐⇒ x ∈ α ∨ ∃z ∈ α xR0z);
3. ∀x ∈ α ∀y ∈ β ¬xR′0y.
If none of these cases holds, x, y ∈ W and we define xR′0y iff xR0y.
It is easy to check that R′0 is transitive and irreflexive and thatW ′ is a J-frame (since it also has a ‘plane structure’). We
say thatW ′ is obtained fromW by resolving the 1-plane β over α.
1 A singleton is a hereditary partial ordering. Any hereditary partial ordering is a partial ordering whose elements are (previously constructed and lifted
by 1) hereditary partial orderings. There is an obvious analogy between this notion and that of hereditary finite set.
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Consider a function g : W ′ → W such that g(x) := x′, if x ∈ γ , and g(x) := x, otherwise. Define the evaluation of
variables onW ′ by
W ′, x  p ⇐⇒ W, g(x)  p.
Lemma 3.2. g is a surjective p-morphism.
Proof. Conditions (i) and (iii) are obvious. We check Condition (ii). Assume g(a)Rkb. If b 6∈ β we have g−1(b) = {b} and
aR′kb inW ′. If b ∈ β there are two cases: k = 0 or k > 0. In the first case g(a) = a. We also have aR′0b unless a ∈ α. But then
b ∈ βα and hence there is a c ∈ γ such that g(c) = b.
In the second case g(a) ∈ β . Either a = g(a) and aRkb, or a ∈ γ . In the latter case, since βα is upwards closed w.r.t. R¯1,
b ∈ βα . Hence, there is a c ∈ γ such that g(c) = b. 
We call a pair of 1-planes 〈α, β〉 bad neighbors if β is an immediate R0-successor of α and βα 6= β . We construct a
0-stratified modelW0 and a surjective p-morphism f0 : W0 → W by induction on the number of bad neighbors inW .
If this number is 0, thenW is 0-stratified. Otherwise, consider a pair of bad neighbors 〈α, β〉 with an R0-maximal β . Let
W ′ be obtained by resolving β over α. InW ′, α and β are not connected, and the new plane γ does not add any bad neigh-
bors: by Condition 2, α is the only immediate predecessor of γ , but 〈α, γ 〉 are good neighbors. Since β was maximal, bad
neighbors of the form 〈γ , δ〉 are impossible. So,W ′ has one pair of bad neighbors less thanW . By the induction hypothesis,
there is a surjective p-morphism f ′ : W0 → W ′. Composing it with the p-morphism g : W ′ → W yields the result.
Notice that rk(W0) = rk(W). Let (αi)i∈I be the family of all the 1-planes inW0. Since rk(αi) < rk(W), by the induction
hypothesis there is a stratified 1-model α∗i and a surjective p-morphism fi : α∗i → αi, for each i ∈ I .W∗ will be obtained by
replacing inW0 each αi by α∗i and retaining the R0-order between these 1-planes. We then define f ′′ : W∗ → W0 by letting
f ′′(x) := fi(x) if x ∈ αi. It is easy to see that f ′′ is a surjective p-morphism. Hence, the composition of f ′′ and f0 yields the
required p-morphism f . 
As a corollary we obtain
Theorem 2. J ` ϕ ⇐⇒ W  ϕ, for all (finite) stratified modelsW .
In what follows we will need a slight modification of this corollary. Let A be a stratified model. The root of A is the 1-
plane α such that αR0β for any other 1-plane β inA.A is called rooted if such a root exists.A is called hereditarily rooted if
A is rooted and each 1-plane α inA is hereditarily rooted.
A hereditarily rooted modelA has a distinguished element, called its hereditary root, inductively defined as follows. IfA
is trivial, thenA = {a} and a is the hereditary root. Otherwise, the hereditary root ofA coincides with the hereditary root
of α, where α is the root ofA.
Corollary 3.3. If J 0 ϕ, then there is a hereditary rooted stratified model A such that A, a 1 ϕ, where a is the hereditary root
ofA.
Proof (Sketch). The construction is a variant of a very standard one, so we only sketch a proof. We start with a finite
stratifiedmodelW where ϕ is false and construct amodelW ′ in which everym-plane is rooted and a surjective p-morphism
f : W ′ → W . This is done by induction on the rank ofW . An m-plane α with k Rm-minimal (m + 1)-planes β1, . . . , βk can
be replaced, modulo a p-morphism, by a disjoint union of k rooted (m+ 1)-planes isomorphic to the submodels of α of the
form βi ∪ {x ∈ α : βiRmx}. This can be done recursively as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Having constructedW ′ we obtain a node a ∈ W ′ such thatW ′, a 1 ϕ. Now letA be the submodel ofW ′ generated by a,
that is,
A := {a} ∪ {x ∈ W ′ : ∃k aRkx}.
It is easy to see thatA is an upwards closed submodel ofW , henceA, a 1 ϕ. Also, by induction on rank we show that every
m-plane generated by a is hereditarily rooted and a is its hereditary root. All the other planes in A are the same as in W ,
hence they are hereditarily rooted, as well. 
Next, we make a few observations about stratified models and p-morphisms. Notice that by Lemma 3.1 a p-morphic
image of a stratified model need not be stratified. P-morphisms of stratified models respect the plane structure only in the
following weak sense.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose A, B are stratified models and f : A → B is a p-morphism. Then, for each m-plane α in A there is an
m-plane β inB such that f (α) ⊆ β and f  α : α→ β is a p-morphism of m-models.
Proof. If x0Sx1S · · · Sxn inA, where S denotes Rk or R−1k for k ≥ m, then using the monotonicity of f we successively prove
f (x0)Emf (xi) in B, for all i ≤ n. Hence, f (x0) and f (xn) belong to the same m-plane. P-morphism properties of f  α are
clear. 
In the following, it will be technically convenient to deal with a special kind of p-morphisms and end-embeddings pre-
serving all the 1-planes in stratified 0-models. We call a p-morphism of stratified 0-models f : A → B special if, for each
1-plane α ofA, f (α) is a 1-plane ofB and f is an isomorphism between 1-models α and f (α). A p-morphism f is called full
if for each 1-plane α ofA, f (α) is a 1-plane ofB, f  α is full as a p-morphism of 1-models, and every 1-plane β ofB equals
f (α), for some α.
Obviously, a full p-morphism is surjective and a surjective special p-morphism is full. It is also easy to check that an
inverse limit of a family of stratified models is stratified.
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4. Bisimulations
We shall use the standard notion of n-bisimilarity (see e.g. [5]). Let a Kripke modelA (in the language of GLP) be given.
We define n-bisimilarity equivalence relations∼n onA, for each n ≥ 0, by induction on n.
Definition 4.1. Let x, x′ ∈ A.
• x ∼0 x′ if x and x′ force the same variables.
• x ∼n+1 x′ if
(i) x ∼n x′;
(ii) ∀ k ≥ 0∀y (xRky⇒ ∃y′ (x′Rky′ & y ∼n y′));
(iii) ∀ k ≥ 0 ∀y′ (x′Rky′ ⇒ ∃y (xRky & y′ ∼n y)).
Let dp(ϕ) denote the modality depth of ϕ, that is, the maximal number of nested modalities in ϕ. The following lemma is
standard.
Lemma 4.2. For any x, y ∈ A, if x ∼n y then x  ϕ iff y  ϕ, for every ϕ with dp(ϕ) ≤ n.
Proof. By an easy induction on nwith a subsidiary induction on the length of ϕ.
P-morphisms and inverse limits preserve n-bisimilarity equivalence relations, for any n.
Lemma 4.3. Let f : A→ B be a p-morphism. Then x ∼n y inA if and only if f (x) ∼n f (y) inB .
Proof. An easy induction on n. 
Corollary 4.4. SupposeA = limα∈I Aα and α ∈ I . Then x ∼n y inA iff xα ∼n yα inAα .
We are interested in the question when the n-bisimilarity relation on a submodel B ⊆ A coincides with that on A
(restricted toB). In the following lemmata we list a few simple situations when this is the case.
Corollary 4.5. IfB is an upwards closed submodel ofA, then x ∼n y inB iff x ∼n y inA.
A slight generalization is as follows.
Lemma 4.6. LetB ⊆ A be a submodel such that for all k ≥ 0
∀x, y ∈ B ∀z ∈ A \B (xRkz ⇒ yRkz).
Then x ∼n y inB iff x ∼n y inA.
Lemma 4.7. LetA be a stratified model and let α be one of its m-planes considered as an m-model. Then x ∼n y in α iff x ∼n y
inA.
Proof. We apply induction onm ≥ 0 with a subsidiary induction on n. Basis of induction is trivial, since one can considerA
itself as its unique 0-plane. To prove the statement for an (m+1)-plane α let β be the uniquem-plane containing α. Assume
x ∼n y in α and show by an easy induction on n that x ∼n y in β . Conclude that x ∼n y inA by the induction hypothesis for
m. 
Now we formulate a property of stratified models which will allow us to build finite partial models of GLP. General
models for GLPwill be defined as the limits of such structures.
Definition 4.8. A modelA satisfies n-similarity property for Rm if
∀x, y ∈ A (xRm+1y⇒ ∃y′ (xRmy′ & y ∼n y′)).
A satisfies n-similarity property if it does so for each Rm,m ≥ 0.
Lemma 4.9. Assume a stratified modelA satisfies n-similarity property for Rm. Then
A  [m]ϕ→ [m+ 1]ϕ,
for each ϕ with dp(ϕ) ≤ n.
Proof. Assume x 1 [m + 1]ϕ, then there is a y ∈ A such that xRm+1y and y 1 ϕ. Pick a y′ such that xRmy′ and y′ ∼n y. By
Lemma 4.2, y′ 1 ϕ, hence x 1 [m]ϕ. 
We notice that ifA satisfies the n-similarity property for Rk then so does any upwards closed submodelB ⊆ A. Indeed,
if x ∈ B and xRk+1y, xRky′ and y ∼n y′ inA, then y, y′ ∈ B, whereas y ∼n y′ holds inB by Lemma 4.5.
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5. Blowing up stratified models
A finite stratified model is never a model for GLP, unless all relations Rk with k > 0 are empty. Here we describe a
‘blow-up’ operation that transforms a finite stratified model into a model satisfyingm-similarity property.
First, we are going to define two auxiliary operations on (stratified) models.
Definition 5.1. Let (Ai)i∈I be a family of 0-models.
∐
i∈I Ai denotes the disjoint union of all these models (all the relations
and the evaluation of variables are inherited fromAi, for i ∈ I).
Next we define the operation of ordered sum of (stratified) models.
Definition 5.2. Let (I, R) be a conversely well-founded partial ordering. Suppose we have a function associating with each
i ∈ I a 0-model Ai. Let∑i∈I Ai denote the disjoint union of all the universes of these models⊔i∈I Ai R0-ordered by the
union of the orderings R0 on each Ai and the relations xR0y such that x ∈ Ai, y ∈ Aj and iRj in I . The relations Rk, for any
k > 0, and the evaluation of variables are inherited from all the modelsAi. This makes
∑
i∈I Ai a stratified model, provided
all the modelsAi are stratified.∑
i<mAi, form ≤ ω, will denote themodel
∑
i∈I Ai, where (I, R) is the ordering ({0, . . . ,m−1}, >) or (ω,>) form = ω.
(Thus,A0 occupies the highest position in this ordering.)
Obviously, each Ai is embedded into
∑
i∈I Ai. In general, this embedding is not an end-embedding; however, the
embedding ofA0 into
∑
i<mAi is.
Notice that any stratified 0-model can be viewed as the ordered sum of all its 1-planes α:
A =
∑
α∈A
{α}.
We will often use the following two simple facts.
• If x, y ∈ Ai, then x ∼n y inAi iff x ∼n y in∑i∈I Ai. This follows from Lemma 4.6.• If, for each i ∈ I , there is a surjective p-morphism fi : Bi → Ai, then there is a (unique) surjective p-morphism f :∑
i∈I Bi →
∑
i∈I Ai that coincides with fi on eachBi.
Notice that the statement is, in general, false for non-surjective p-morphisms. Actually, we have already used this fact
in the proof of Theorem 2.
Next, we define the operation ofm-blow-upwhich can be applied to a finite rooted stratified 1-modelA and transforms it
into a stratified 0-modelA(m). Informally speaking,A(m) is obtained fromA by putting R0-aboveA a few series ofm copies
of certain parts ofA, the series being linearly ordered by R0, and repeating this operation for each of these copies as far as it
goes.
We considerA as a finite strict partial ordering R1 of its 2-planes. For every 2-plane α inA letAα denote the 1-submodel
generated by α, that is, the set {x ∈ A : αR1x or x ∈ α}with the inherited orderings R1, R2, etc. By induction on R1-depth of
α we define 0-modelsA(m)α , wherem < ω.
Definition 5.3. IfAα = {α} has empty R1, letA(m)α := {Aα}, that is,A(m)α is the same model considered as a 0-model with
empty R0. Otherwise, by induction hypothesis A
(m)
β is defined for any β such that αR1β . Let α0, . . . , αs−1 be all the imme-
diate R1-successors of α. Define Bk := ∑i<mA(m)αk and Aˆ(m)α := ∐k<sBk. Finally, A(m)α is obtained by putting a copy of
the 1-modelAα R0-below Aˆ(m)α as a new root 1-plane. Thus,A
(m)
α is essentially the ordered sum Aˆ
(m)
α + {Aα} and one can
combine the definition ofA(m)α into a formula:
A(m)α =
∐
k<s
∑
i<m
A(m)αk + {Aα}.
Notice that Bk is a linearly ordered chain of m isomorphic copies of A(m)αk . We will denote the ith copy of A
(m)
β within∑
i<mA
(m)
β by [Aiβ ](m), for i < m, counting from above (see Fig. 4). Each [Aiβ ](m) has a copy of Aβ as its root which is
denotedAiβ .
The m-blow-up operation is then lifted to k-models for k > 1 in an obvious way. Thus, if A is a finite rooted stratified
(k+1)-model, thenA(m) is finite rooted stratified k-model obtained by k-loweringA, applying Definition 5.3 to it, and then
k-lifting the result.
The following two lemmas state that them-blow-up operation behaves well w.r.t. p-morphisms.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose α, β are 2-planes in a 1-model A and αR1β . Then, for each m, there is a special end-embedding f :∑
i<mA
(m)
β → Aˆ(m)α .
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Fig. 4.A(m) ,m-blow-up of a 1-modelA (wherem = 3, α is the root ofA and β its only immediate successor). The grey areas are the 1-planes isomorphic
toAβ . ‘Bubbles’ above them represent the parts isomorphic toA
(m)
β .
Proof. Induction on the R1-depth of α. We prove the induction step. Let α1 be an immediate successor of α such that α1R1β
or α1 = β . In the first case, by the induction hypothesis there is a special end-embedding g :∑i<mA(m)β → Aˆ(m)α1 . Then, by
the construction ofA(m)α1 , one obtains the following sequence of end-embeddings:∑
i<m
A
(m)
β −→ Aˆ(m)α1 −→ A(m)α1 −→
∑
i<m
A(m)α1 −→ Aˆ(m)α .
Clearly, all the embeddings are special. In the second case, one just takes the last of the above embeddings. 
Lemma 5.5. SupposeA,B are rooted stratified 1-models and f : B → A is a full p-morphism. Then there is a full p-morphism
g : B(m) → A(m).
Proof. We argue by induction on the R1-height of B. Let β be the root of B and let β1, . . . , βt denote all the immediate
successors of β in the ordering of 2-planes. For each βk let αk := f (βk). Since f is full, αk is a 2-plane inA and f (Bβk) = Aαk .
Then, by the induction hypothesis one obtains a full p-morphism gk : B(m)βk → A(m)αk which induces a full p-morphism
hk :
∑
i<m
B
(m)
βk
→
∑
i<m
A(m)αk ,
by the surjectivity of gk.
Let α be the root ofA. Since f (β)R1f (βk) = αk, clearly αR1αk. By the previous lemma there is a special end-embedding
h¯k : ∑i<mA(m)αk → Aˆ(m)α . This induces a mapping h : Bˆ(m)β → Aˆ(m)α such that h(x) = h¯k(hk(x)) if x ∈ ∑i<mB(m)βk , for any
k < t . It is easy to check that h is a full p-morphism. Hence, it can also be combined with f and induces a full p-morphism
g : B(m) → A(m). 
Definition 5.6. Let α be the root 2-plane of A. We inductively define a natural projection function pi : A(m) → A. By
definition, pi is identical onA considered as the root 1-plane ofA(m). We define the restriction of pi to Aˆ(m).
For each k < s letAk := Aαk . By induction hypothesis, there is a projection function pi ik : [Aik](m) → Aik, for each k < s,
i < m. If x ∈ [Aik](m), then pi(x) := y, where y ∈ Ak is the point corresponding to pi ik(x) in the isomorphic modelAik.
Lemma 5.7. pi restricted to any 1-plane inA(m) is a special end-embedding of 1-models.
Proof. Induction on the height ofA. 
For any x ∈ A let F(x) denote the fiber of xwithinA(m), that is, F(x) := pi−1(x). We say that a point x ∈ A(m) has level i,
denoted `(x) = i, if x ∈ [Aik](m), for some k < s. If x belongs to the rootAwe stipulate `(x) = ∞.
Lemma 5.8. Assume k < m and a ∈ A (we identify A with the root of A(m)). In A(m), all the points x such that x ∈ F(a) and
`(x) ≥ k are k-bisimilar to a.
Proof. Induction on k. The statement holds for k = 0 because the evaluation of variables at all points of F(a) is the same.
Consider the case k+ 1. Let x ∈ A(m) be a point such that `(x) ≥ k+ 1 and x ∈ F(a). We show that x ∼k+1 a.
Indeed, by the induction hypothesis we have x ∼k a, hence Condition (i) holds.
Suppose xRny, n > 0. Then we have aRnbwhere b = pi(y), and by the induction hypothesis b ∼k y. If xR0y then also aR0y,
hence Condition (ii) holds.
Suppose aRnb, n > 0. Then b ∈ A, hence there is a y ∈ F(b) which belongs to the same 1-plane as x. We have xRny and
y ∼k b by the induction hypothesis.
Suppose aR0y. Let i = `(y) that is y ∈ [Aij](m), for some j. If i ≤ k then xR0y and we are done. If i > k let y1 be the point
corresponding to y in [Akj ](m). Since `(x) ≥ k+ 1, we have xR0y1. By the induction hypothesis y1 ∼k y, hence Condition (iii)
holds. 
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Fig. 5. Global 2-blow-up of a two-point stratified 0-model A. B2(A) can be viewed as a three-dimensional structure: horizontal layers are 1-planes, the
upwards going R0-arrows between them are not shown. The outer parallelogram represents the root 1-plane of B2(A); it is isomorphic to the 1-model
A′(2) (whereA′ isA considered as a 2-model). The inner parallelogram is its root 2-plane isomorphic toA′ . Notice thatB2(A) is hereditarily linear, that
is, the seven 1-planes are linearly ordered by R0 , the set of 2-planes in each of these 1-planes is linearly ordered by R1 , etc.
Lemma 5.9. If k < m,A(m) satisfies the k-similarity property for R0.
Proof. Suppose x ∈ A(m) and xR1y. We argue by induction on the construction ofA(m). If x ∈ [Aik](m), for some i < m and
k < s, use the induction hypothesis and the fact that [Aik](m) as a submodel ofA(m) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.6. If
x ∈ A, then y ∈ A and there is a point y′ ∈ F(y) such that `(y′) ≥ k. Then y′ ∼k y. 
Lemma 5.10. If n > 0 andA satisfies the k-similarity property for Rn, then so doesA(m).
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 each 1-plane β inA(m) is embeddable intoA by a special end-embedding. Hence, by Lemma 4.5 the 1-
model β satisfies the k-similarity property for Rn. By Lemma 4.7 we conclude that all 1-planes ofA(m) satisfy the k-similarity
property for Rn also inA(m). Since n > 0, it follows thatA(m) itself satisfies the k-similarity property for Rn. 
The previous lemmata lift to m-blow-ups of stratified k-models for any k > 1. However, we need to ensure the m-
similarity property simultaneously for all Rn. Hence, we need a stronger notion of global m-blow-up of a stratified model.
Definition 5.11. Given a hereditarily rooted finite stratified k-model A we define a k-model Bm(A) by induction on the
rank ofA. IfA is trivial, thenBm(A) := A. Otherwise,
Bm(A) :=
∑
α∈A
Bm(α)
(m).
Informally speaking, we apply the m-blow-up operation to each (k + 1)-plane α of A (which by our convention has grade
k+ 1 and therefore a smaller rank) and order the resulting k-models by the ordering of (k+ 1)-planes inA.
Lemma 5.12. LetA be a 0-model and k < m.Bm(A) satisfies the k-similarity property for each Rn.
Proof. Induction on the rank ofA. Basis is trivial. For the induction step consider two cases.
Case 1. n = 0. Each of the modelsBm(α)(m) satisfies the k-similarity property for R0 by Lemma 5.9. Hence, by Lemma 4.6,
so does the ordered sum
∑
α∈ABm(α)(m).
Case 2.n > 0. By the inductionhypothesis, eachBm(α) satisfies the k-similarity property forRn. Therefore, by Lemma5.10
so do all the modelsBm(α)(m). Lemma 4.6 again yields the result. 
6. Elementary submodels and chains
Here we present an easy technique which can be seen as an analog in the realm of Kripke models of the well-known
method of elementary chains in model theory. We begin with the following basic definition from [1].
LetA be any Kripke model (in the language of GLP) and letB ⊆ A be a submodel ofA.
Definition 6.1. For n > 0, we write B ≺n A if, for each x ∈ B and y ∈ A such that xRky, there is a y′ ∈ B such that
y′ ∼n−1 y inA and xRky′. In this case, we say thatB is an n-elementary submodel ofA. We also stipulateB ≺0 A.
Lemma 6.2. SupposeB ≺n A. Then,B, x  ϕ iffA, x  ϕ, for any x ∈ B and any ϕ with dp(ϕ) ≤ n.
Proof. For n = 0 the statement is obvious. For n > 0, it follows by an easy induction on the length of ϕ.
Assume ϕ = 〈k〉ψ andA, x  ϕ where x ∈ B. Then there is a y ∈ A such that xRky andA, y  ψ . By the given condition,
there is a y′ ∈ B such that xRky′ and A, y′  ψ , since y′ ∼n−1 y and dp(ψ) < n. Hence, by the induction hypothesis,
B, y′  ψ andB, x  〈k〉ψ . The other cases are quite obvious. 
Lemma 6.3. IfA1 ≺n A2 then, for all x, y ∈ A1, x ∼n y inA1 iff x ∼n y inA2.
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Proof. Induction on n; we only verify the induction step.
Assume x ∼n+1 y inA1. Consider any x′ ∈ A2 such that xRkx′. SinceA1 ≺n+1 A2, there is a x′′ ∈ A1 such that xRkx′′ and
x′′ ∼n x′ inA2. Using x ∼n+1 y pick a y′ ∈ A1 such that yRky′ and y′ ∼n x′′ inA1. By the induction hypothesis we also have
y′ ∼n x′′ inA2. Hence, x′ ∼n y′ inA2.
Assume x, y ∈ A1 and x ∼n+1 y inA2. Consider any x′ ∈ A1 such that xRkx′. Pick a y′ ∈ A2 such that yRky′ and y′ ∼n x′.
SinceA1 ≺n+1 A2, there is a y′′ ∈ A1 such that yRky′′ and y′′ ∼n y′ inA2. We have y′′ ∼n y inA2 and hence, by the induction
hypothesis, inA1. 
Lemma 6.4. (i) If m < n andA0 ≺n A1, thenA0 ≺m A1.
(ii) IfA0 ≺n A1 ≺n A2, thenA0 ≺n A2.
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. To prove Part (ii) assume x ∈ A0, y ∈ A2 and xRky. Pick a y′ ∈ A1 such that xRky′ and y′ ∼n−1 y
in A2. Further, pick a y′′ ∈ A0 such that xRky′ and y′′ ∼n−1 y′ in A1. By Lemma 6.3 we have y′′ ∼n−1 y′ in A2, and hence
y′′ ∼n−1 y inA2. 
Definition 6.5. Let an ordinal λ be given. An n-elementary chain of length λ is a sequence of models of the form
A0 ≺n A1 ≺n · · · ≺n Aα ≺n · · · , α < λ
such thatAα ≺n Aβ whenever α < β . The union or the limit of the chain is the model with the universeA∗ := ⋃α<λAα
whose relations Rk are the unions of the corresponding relations in all Aα , for α < λ. We also define, for any x ∈ A∗ and
any variable p,A∗, x  p iffAα, x  p, for some α < λ.
Lemma 6.6. Assume (Aα)α<λ is an n-elementary chain with the limitA∗.
(i) For any α < λ and x, y ∈ Aα , x ∼n y inAα iff x ∼n y inA∗.
(ii) Aα ≺n A∗ for all α < λ.
Proof. Part (i) is proved by induction on n; we only verify the induction step.
Assume x ∼n+1 y in Aα . Consider any x′ ∈ A∗ such that xRkx′. There is a β < λ such that x′ ∈ Aβ . We may assume
α ≤ β . SinceAα ≺n+1 Aβ , there is a x′′ ∈ Aα such that xRkx′′ and x′′ ∼n x′ inAβ . Using x ∼n+1 y pick a y′ ∈ Aα such that
yRky′ and y′ ∼n x′′ inAα . By Lemma 6.3 we also have y′ ∼n x′′ inAβ . Hence, x′ ∼n y′ inAβ and inA∗, using the induction
hypothesis.
Assume x, y ∈ Aα and x ∼n+1 y inA∗. Consider any x′ ∈ Aα such that xRkx′. Pick a y′ ∈ A∗ such that yRky′ and y′ ∼n x′.
For some β ≥ α, y′ ∈ Aβ . Since Aα ≺n+1 Aβ , there is a y′′ ∈ Aα such that yRky′′ and y′′ ∼n y′ in Aβ . We have y′′ ∼n y in
Aβ and hence, by the induction hypothesis, inA∗ and inAα .
Part (ii) is proved using Part (i) as follows. Let x ∈ Aα , y ∈ A∗ and xRky. For some β ≥ α, y ∈ Aβ . SinceAα ≺n Aβ , there
is a y′ ∈ Aα such that y′ ∼n−1 y inAβ . By Part (i), y′ ∼n−1 y also holds inA∗. 
It is fairly easy to see that the definition of the limit of an n-elementary chain of models and the theorem above can be
extended to more general limits of directed families of models. In the following we shall use, however, only very simple
linear chains as above.
Corollary 6.7. Suppose (Aα)α<λ is a sequence of models such that
∀α < λAα ≺n Aα+1 and Aβ =
⋃
α<β
Aα if β is a limit ordinal.
Then (Aα)α<λ is an n-elementary chain.
Proof. Transfinite induction on α using Lemma 6.4 (ii) for successor α and Lemma 6.6 (ii) for limit α. 
Corollary 6.8. Suppose (An)n<ω is a sequence of models such that
A0 ≺0 A1 ≺1 A2 ≺2 · · ·
and letA∗ :=⋃n<ωAn. Then ∀nAn ≺n A∗.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4
An ≺n An+1 ≺n An+2 ≺n · · ·
is an n-elementary chain andA∗ is its limit. Hence, the result follows from Lemma 6.6. 
7. Models for GLP
Here we construct models for GLP as the limits of n-blow-ups of finite stratified models. As before, we work with 0-
models, but tacitly assume that everything we say obviously lifts to k-models, for any m. Let A, B be stratified m-models.
We inductively define regular n-elementary embeddings as follows.
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Definition 7.1. A submodelA ⊆ B is called regular n-elementary if the following conditions hold:
• ∀x ∈ B \A ∃y ∈ A (xRmy and x ∼n−1 y);• For any (m+ 1)-plane α inB, either α ∩A = ∅ or α ∩A is a regular n-elementary submodel of α.
An embedding f : A→ B is called regular n-elementary if so is the submodel f (A) ⊆ B.
Lemma 7.2. IfA ⊆ B is regular n-elementary, thenA ≺n B .
Proof. We give an argument for 0-modelsA,B. Assume x ∈ A and xRky ∈ B \A. If k = 0 find a y′ ∈ A such that y′ ∼n−1 y
and yR0y′ by regularity. Then xR0y′′ and y′ is as required.
If k > 0 there is a 1-plane α ∈ B such that x, y ∈ α and α ∩A 6= ∅. Then α ∩A is a regular n-elementary submodel of
α and by the induction hypothesis there is a y′ ∈ α ∩ A such that xRky′ and y ∼n−1 y′ in α. By Lemma 4.7, y ∼n−1 y′ also
holds inB. 
Lemma 7.3. Let A be a finite rooted 1-model. Then, for each n > 0, there is a regular n-elementary special embedding of A(n)
intoA(n+1).
Proof. We define a special embedding f : A(n) → A(n+1) by induction on the height of A. Then we will show that the
embedding is regular n-elementary.
If the height ofA is 0, both models coincide with {A} and the embedding is the identity mapping.
Otherwise, let Ak := Aαk for k < s be as in Definition 5.3. By the induction hypothesis for each k one has a special
embedding fk : A(n)k → A(n+1)k . The embedding f ofA(n) intoA(n+1) acts as fk bymapping the ith copy [Aik](n) into [Aik](n+1),
for each i < n. The rootA ofA(n) is mapped identically to the root ofA(n+1).
For a proof of regular n-elementarity, we first observe by an easy induction that f is indeed a special embedding (1-planes
are mapped isomorphically). Hence, the second condition of n-regularity is automatically fulfilled.
Assume now that x ∈ A(n+1) \ f (A(n)).
Case 1: x ∈ [Aik](n+1) for some k < s and i < n. Then by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.6 we find a y ∈ f ([Aik](n))
such that xR0y and x ∼n−1 y.
Case 2: x ∈ [Ank](n+1) for some k < s. Take a y ∈ An−1k such that pi(y) = pi(x). By Lemma 5.8, y ∼n−1 x and obviously
xR0y. 
The following crucial lemma states that the blow-up operation almost preserves regularm-elementary embeddings. The
word ‘almost’ refers to the fact that we can only insure them-elementarity of the embeddingA(n) → B(n) ifA is a treelike
model.2 In general, however, it is cumbersome to deal with treelike models, since A(n) need not be a treelike model, even
if A was. Instead, we replace A(n) by a somewhat larger model C such that there is a p-morphism C → A(n) and C is
m-elementarily embeddable intoB(n). This situation can be depicted by a diagram:
A(n) Coo m
/ B(n) .
In the following, the two-head arrows will always denote full p-morphisms, and the arrows with a subscript m (regular)
m-elementary embeddings.
An embedding f : A→ B is called root preserving, if bothA andB are rooted k-models and the root (k+ 1)-plane ofA
is mapped to the root (k+ 1)-plane ofB.
Lemma 7.4. SupposeB is a rooted 1-model and f : A→ B is a regular m-elementary embedding. Then, for each n ≥ m, there
is a rooted 0-model C and regular m-elementary embedding g : C → B(n) such that
(i) If f is root-preserving, then g is root-preserving and there is a full p-morphism h : C  A(n).
(ii) Otherwise, g is not root-preserving and there is a full p-morphism h : C  ∐α∈minA∑i<nA(n)α , whereminA denotes the
set of R1-minimal 2-planes inA.
Proof. We construct the required embeddings by induction on the height of B. The two statements are proved
simultaneously.Without loss of generality we assume thatA ⊆ B and f is the identitymapping. Basis of induction is trivial.
For the induction step let β denote the root 2-plane ofB and β1, . . . , βt be all the immediate R1-successors of β . LetBk
for k = 1, . . . , t be the submodels of B generated by βk, respectively, and let Ak := A ∩ Bk. Since Bk is upwards closed,
by Lemma 4.5Ak ≺m Bk is regular for each k < t . We consider the following cases.
Case 1: f is not root-preserving. ThenA is the union of allAk for k < t . Consider any k < t .
Subcase 1.1: The embedding of Ak into Bk is not root-preserving. Take the uppermost copy B0k of Bk in B
(n). By the
induction hypothesis there is a diagram∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α Ckoo m
g ′k / [B0k ](n) ,
2 In the sense that the ordering R1 on the set of 2-planes ofA is treelike.
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where g ′k is a regular m-elementary embedding which is not root-preserving. Let gk denote the composition of g
′
k and the
end-embedding of [B0k ](n) into
∑
i<nB
(n)
k . To show that gk is regularm-elementary we prove the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 7.5. Assume x ∈ B0k and y ∈ B(n) such that pi(x) = pi(y) and yR0x. Then y ∼m x.
Proof. We prove y ∼l x by induction on l ≤ m. For l = 0 the claim is obvious. Consider the case l+ 1 ≤ m.
Suppose yR0z in B(n). Then z ∈ [B ik](n) for some i < n. If i = 0 then either z ∈ B0k or z ∈ B̂0k
(n)
. In the second case
obviously xR0z and we are done. In the first case notice that z 6∈ g ′k(Ck) because g ′k is not root-preserving. Since g ′k is regular
m-elementary, there is a z ′ ∈ g ′k(Ck) such that z ′ ∼m−1 z and zR0z ′. Since x and z belong to the same 1-plane B0k we also
have xR0z ′ and, sincem ≥ l+ 1, z ′ ∼l z as required.
If i > 0 find a z ′ such that z ′ ∈ B0k and pi(z ′) = pi(z). Then zR0z ′ and by the induction hypothesis z ′ ∼l z. Reason as
before: using the regularity of g ′k find a z ′′ ∈ g ′k(Ck) such that z ′′ ∼m−1 z ′ and z ′R0z ′′. Then xR0z ′′ and z ∼l z ′′ as required. 
As an immediate corollary of this lemma we obtain for any x ∈ [B ik](n) with i > 0 an x′ ∈ B0k such that pi(x) = pi(x′)
and hence x′ ∼m x. Since g ′k is regular m-elementary we find an x′′ ∈ g ′k(Ck) such that xR0x′R0x′′ and x′ ∼m−1 x′′. Hence, gk
is regularm-elementary.
Subcase 1.2:Ak is rooted and the embedding ofAk intoBk is root-preserving. Then, by the induction hypothesis, for each
i < n, there is a diagram:
A
(n)
k Dk
hkoo
m
gik / [B ik](n) ,
where gik is a root-preserving regular m-elementary embedding. Since hk is a full p-morphism, this naturally lifts to a dia-
gram:
∑
i<n
A
(n)
k
∑
i<n
Dkoo gk
m
/
∑
i<n
B
(n)
k .
By Lemma 4.6 for any i the relations ∼m−1 on [B ik](n) and on
∑
i<n[B ik](n) coincide. Hence, gk is regular m-elementary and
we let Ck :=∑i<nDk.
Thus, in both Cases 1.1 and 1.2, for each k < t , we obtain a diagram∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α Ckoo
gk
m
/
∑
i<n
B
(n)
k .
(In Case 1.2,Ak has a unique minimal element.) Since Bˆ(n) is isomorphic to a disjoint union
∐
k<t
∑
i<nB
(n)
k , we obtain∐
k<t
∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α
∐
k<t
Ckoo g
′
m
/ Bˆ(n) .
Clearly, sinceA =⋃k<t Ak, there is a full p-morphism∐
k<t
∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α −→
∐
α∈minA
∑
i<n
A(n)α ,
and there is a canonical end-embedding Bˆ(n) → B(n). This yields a diagram∐
α∈minA
∑
i<n
A(n)α
∐
k<t
Ckoo g
m
/ B(n) ,
where we have to check that g is regularm-elementary.
To this end, it is sufficient to consider the points x ∈ B on the root 1-plane of B(n). By the regularity of f one can find
a y ∈ A such that y ∼m−1 x in B and xR1y. Obviously, for some k < t , y ∈ Ak. Consider a y′ ∈ Bn−1k such that pi(y′) = y.
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Then yR0y′ and, by Lemma 5.8, y′ ∼n−1 y, whence x ∼m−1 y′. Since y′ ∈ ∑i<n[B ik](n), one can find a y′′ ∈ gk(Ck) such that
y′′ ∼m−1 y′. Then we have xR0y′′ and x ∼m−1 y′′, as required.
Case 2:A is rooted and f is root-preserving.
Subcase 2.1: The embedding ofAk intoBk is not root-preserving. Then, by the induction hypothesis, there is a diagram∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α Ck
oo
m
g ′k / [B0k ](n) ,
where g ′k is not root-preserving. By the same reasoning as in Subcase 1.1 we obtain that the composition of g
′
k and the
embedding of [B0k ](n) into
∑
i<n[B ik](n) is regularm-elementary.
Subcase 2.2:Ak is rooted and the embedding ofAk intoBk is root-preserving. Then, as in Subcase 1.2, we obtain∑
i<n
A
(n)
k Ckoo
gk
m
/
∑
i<n
B
(n)
k ,
where gk is root-preserving.
Thus, in each case we have∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α Ck
oo
m
gk /
∑
i<n
B
(n)
k .
As in Case 1, we now put together all the embeddings gk, which defines a diagram∐
k<t
∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α
∐
k<t
Ckoo
m
g ′ / Bˆ(n) .
SinceA is rooted, there is a full p-morphism∐
k<t
∐
α∈minAk
∑
i<n
A(n)α −→ Aˆ(n),
so we obtain
Aˆ(n)α
∐
k<t
Ckoo
m
g ′ / Bˆ(n) .
We extend g ′ to g : C → B(n), whereC :=∐k<t Ck+{A}, by specifying g(x) := f (x) if x ∈ A, and g(x) := g ′(x), otherwise.
Similarly to Case 1, it is easy to check that g is regularm-elementary. Similarly, h′ is naturally extended to a full p-morphism
h : C → A(n) by letting h(x) := x if x ∈ A, and h(x) := h′(x), otherwise. Thus, we obtain
A(n)α C
hoo
m
g /B(n) ,
as required. 
From this lemma we now obtain its main corollary.
Lemma 7.6. If A is a hereditarily rooted finite stratified model, then for each n there is a hereditarily rooted model C and a
diagram
Bn(A) − C g−→
n
Bn+1(A),
such that g is a regular n-elementary root-preserving embedding.
Proof. Induction on the rank ofA.
Recall thatBm(A) is inductively defined by
Bm(A) :=
∑
α∈A
Bm(α)
(m).
By induction hypothesis, for each 1-plane α ∈ A, one has a diagram
Bn(α)  Cα −→
n
Bn+1(α).
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By Lemma 7.4 one obtains
C(n)α  Dα −→n Bn+1(α)
(n).
This can be extended to the left using Lemma 5.5 and to the right using Lemma 7.3, so that one obtains
Bn(α)
(n)  C(n)α  Dα −→n Bn+1(α)
(n) −→
n
Bn+1(α)(n+1).
Let C :=∑α∈ADα . By putting together the constructed mappings one obtains∑
α∈A
Bm(α)
(m)  C −→
n
∑
α∈A
Bn+1(α)(n+1),
as required. 
Thus, given a hereditarily rooted stratified modelAwe obtain an infinite diagram:
B1(A) B2(A) B3(A) B4(A) · · ·
C12
ddIIIIIIIII
1
O
C23
ddIIIIIIIII
2
O
C34
ddIIIIIIIII
3
O
· · ·
ccFFFFFFFFF
(∗)
Now we note the following simple lemma.
Lemma 7.7. Let f : A→ B be a p-morphism and letB0 ≺n B be an n-elementary submodel. Then f −1(B0) ≺n A.
Proof. LetA0 := f −1(B0) and assume x ∈ A0 and xRky. We have f (x)Rkf (y), hence there is a z ∈ B0 such that f (x)Rkz and
f (y) ∼n−1 z. Since f (x)Rkz we can find a u ∈ A such that xRku and f (u) = z. By Lemma 4.3 we also have u ∼n−1 y. 
In terms of diagrams this can be restated as follows.
Corollary 7.8. A diagram
B Aoo
C
n
O
can be completed to the following commutative diagram:
B Aoo
C
n
O
Doo
n
O
Thus, the diagram (∗) can be extended in the following way.
B1(A) B2(A) B3(A) B4(A) · · ·
C12
ddIIIIIIIII
1
O
C23
ddIIIIIIIII
2
O
C34
ddIIIIIIIII
3
O
· · ·
ccFFFFFFFFF
C13
ddJJJJJJJJJ
1
O
C24
ddJJJJJJJJJ
2
O
· · ·
ccFFFFFFFFF
C14
ddJJJJJJJJJ
1
O
· · ·
ccFFFFFFFFF
· · ·
ccGGGGGGGGG
Denoting Cii := Bi(A)we can consider ‘diagonal’ sequences of full p-morphisms of the form
Cnn Cn,n+1oo Cn,n+2oo · · ·oo .
LetBn := limk≥0 Cn,n+k be the inverse limit of this sequence of models. The inverse limit comes together with a canonical
full p-morphism fnk : Bn → Cn,n+k.
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Lemma 7.9. For each n, there is an n-elementary embedding en : Bn → Bn+1 such that the following diagram commutes, for
all k ≥ 1:
Cn+1,n+k Bn+1oo
Cn,n+k
n
O
Bnoo
n
O
Proof. An element of Bn is a sequence Ex = (xi)i≥n such that xi ∈ Cni and xi = fij(xj) whenever i < j. We map Ex to the
sequence (yi)i>n by setting yi := ei,i+1(xi). It is easy to check that this defines an embedding en : Bn → Bn+1. We show that
it is n-elementary.
Assume Ex ∈ Bn, Ey ∈ Bn+1 and en(Ex)RkEy. Consider yn+1 ∈ Cn+1,n+1. Obviously xn+1Rkyn+1. Since en,n+1 is n-elementary,
there is a zn+1 ∈ Cn,n+1 such that xn+1Rkzn+1 and en,n+1(zn+1) ∼n−1 yn+1.
Using the properties of p-morphisms, we can construct a sequence of elements Ez := (zi)i≥n such that zi ∈ Cni, xiRkzi and
fij(zj) = zi, whenever i < j. (Let zn := fn,n+1(zn+1) and, for i > n+ 1, zi will be obtained by successively applying the second
condition of p-morphisms.) Then, by Lemma 5.5, for all i > n, eni(zi) ∼n−1 yi. By Corollary 4.4 this implies en(Ez) ∼n−1 Ey in
Bn+1. 
By this lemma we obtain a chain of n-elementary embeddings
B1 1
/ B2 2
/ B3 3
/ . . . .
Let Bω(A) denote the union (or rather the direct limit) of this chain. We can consider each Bn as submodel of Bω(A).
From Corollary 6.8 we thus obtain
Corollary 7.10. For each n < ω,Bn(A)  Bn ≺n Bω(A).
Corollary 7.11. Bn(A) andBω(A) satisfy the same modal formulas ϕ such that dp(ϕ) ≤ n.
Corollary 7.12. Bω(A) enjoys the m-similarity property, for each m < ω.
Proof. Assume xRk+1y inBω(A). Then, for some i < ω, x, y ∈ Bi. Select n larger than both i andm. SinceBn  Bn(A) and
Bn(A) enjoys them-similarity property, so doesBn. Hence, we can find a z ∈ Bn such that z ∼m y and xRkz. By Lemma 6.3,
the same relations hold inBω(A). 
Corollary 7.13. Bω(A) is a model of GLP.
Proof. Let ϕ be an axiom of J and dp(ϕ) = n. Clearly, ϕ is satisfied inBn(A). Hence, it also holds inBω(A). The validity of
the monotonicity schema follows from Corollary 7.12. 
8. Hereditarily linear models and the closed fragment of GLP
A stratifiedmodel is called hereditarily linear if R0 is a linear ordering of the set of 1-planes and each 1-plane is hereditarily
linear. It is not difficult to see that the blow-up operations preserve hereditary linearity of models. This yields a considerable
simplification in the limit construction described in the previous section. Namely, one obtains a simpler formulation of
Lemma 7.4 and Corollary 7.10 as follows.
Lemma 8.1. IfA is a hereditarily linear model, then there is an n-elementary root-preserving embeddingBn(A)→n Bn+1(A),
for each n.
Thus,Bω(A) in this case can be considered just as a union of elementary chain
B1(A) ≺1 B2(A) ≺2 . . . .
LetAm be the model consisting of just two nodes a, b such that aRmb. We ignore the evaluation of variables and work in
the closed fragment of GLP. It can be shown that themodelsBω(Am) are isomorphic to the upper parts of a universal model
for the closed fragment of GLP studied in [1]. In fact,
Bω(Am) ' Uωm ,
where ω0 = 1 and ωn+1 = ωωn . A careful proof of this claim is somewhat lengthy, and it is more natural to set it up in a
contextwhere the definition of blow-up is generalized to infinite upwardswell-foundedmodels. Therefore, we leave a proof
outside the present paper.3 Notice that in this case one obtains hereditarily linear models such that their R0 order types (on
the set of 1-planes) approximate the ordinal 0 from below. The situation is similar with blowing up general finite stratified
models.
3 In the meanwhile a careful proof has appeared in M.Sc. Thesis of Thomas Icard [10].
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9. Completeness results for GLP
In this sectionA will always denote a finite hereditary rooted stratified model. We also writeA  ϕ to meanA, a  ϕ,
where a is the hereditary root ofA.
First, we formulate a partial completeness theorem for GLP. Let GLPm denote the system GLP, where the monotonicity
schema (vi) is restricted to formulas ϕ of modal depth dp(ϕ) ≤ m only.
Lemma 9.1. If GLPm ` ϕ then, for allA, for all n > m,Bn(A)  ϕ.
Proof. An easy induction on the length of proof. To check the validity of the restricted monotonicity schema use Corol-
lary 5.12 and Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 9.2. If dp(ϕ) ≤ m+ 1 and GLPm 0 ϕ, then there is a modelA such thatBp(A) 1 ϕ, for any p.
Proof. LetM(ϕ) := ∧i<s([mi]ϕi → [mi + 1]ϕi), where [mi]ϕi for i < s are all subformulas of ϕ of the form [k]ψ . Further,
letM+(ϕ) := M(ϕ) ∧∧i≤n[i]M(ϕ)where n := maxi<smi .
Clearly, GLPm ` M+(ϕ), for dp(ϕi) ≤ dp(ϕ)− 1 ≤ m, for all i. Hence, if GLPm 0 ϕ then J 0 M+(ϕ)→ ϕ. By Corollary 3.3
there is a hereditarily rooted modelA such thatA 1 M+(ϕ)→ ϕ. In other words,A, a 1 ϕ andA, a  M+(ϕ), where a is
the hereditary root ofA. It is easy to see that, in this case,A  M(ϕ) (each point ofA different from a is accessible from a
by some Ri).
We inductively define a projection function pi∗ : Bp(A) → A as follows. If A is trivial, pi∗ is the identity mapping.
Otherwise, recall that
Bp(A) =
∑
α∈A
Bp(α)
(p).
Let pi∗α be the corresponding projection associated with Bp(α) and let piα : Bp(α)(p) → Bp(α) be the natural projection
function defined in 5.6. Then we let pi∗(x) := pi∗α (piα(x)), for any x ∈ Bp(α)(p).
Lemma 9.3. For each subformula ψ of ϕ,
∀x ∈ Bp(A) (Bp(A), x  ψ ⇐⇒ A, pi∗(x)  ψ).
Proof. We slightly generalize the situation and prove the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 9.4. LetB be a hereditarily rooted stratified 0-model such thatB  M(ϕ). Let β be one of its k-planes and αi, for i ∈ I ,
be all the (k + 1)-planes in β , so that β = ∑i∈I{αi}. Let B ′ be a model obtained by replacing β in B by β ′ := ∑i∈I α(p)i . Let
pi : B ′ → B be a natural projection function acting as the standard projections pii on each of the models α(p)i and identical on
all points other than those in β ′. Then
∀x ∈ B ′ (B ′, x  ψ ⇐⇒ B, pi(x)  ψ).
Proof. Induction on the build-up of ψ . If ψ is a variable or is obtained by a Boolean connective, the result is clear. We
consider the case ψ = [n]θ .
Suppose x  [n]θ , x ∈ B ′. Then, for all y ∈ B ′ such that xRny, y  θ . Assume y′ ∈ B and pi(x)Rny′. We claim that there is
a y ∈ B ′ such that pi(y) = y′. If one of pi(x), y′ is outside β the claim is easy. If both of them are in β then n ≥ k. If n = k,
pi(x) ∈ αi and y′ ∈ αj for different indices i, j. Then one can take any y ∈ pi−1j (y′) and one obviously has xRny inB ′. If n > k,
the claim follows from the fact that eachpii restricted to any (k+1)-plane in α(p)i is an end-embedding into αi, by Lemma 5.7.
Hence, we can find a suitable ywithin the (k+ 1)-plane of x ∈ B ′.
By the induction hypothesis, since y  θ , we have y′  θ . This holds for all y′ such that pi(x)Rny′, hence pi(x)  [n]θ .
Suppose x 1 [n]θ , x ∈ B ′. Then there is a y ∈ B ′ such that xRny and y 1 θ . Again, we only consider the case when both
x, y ∈ β ′, for otherwise one easily obtains pi(x)Rnpi(y) and pi(y) 1 θ by the induction hypothesis. If x, y ∈ β ′ then n ≥ k,
since β ′ is a k-plane. In case n > k one also obtains pi(x)Rnpi(y) by Lemma 5.7.
Suppose now that n = k. Consider two subcases:
Case 1: x ∈ α(p)i and y ∈ α(p)j for some i, j ∈ I such that i 6= j. Then clearly pi(x)Rnpi(y) inB and we are done.
Case 2: x, y ∈ α(p)i . Since xRnywe have y ∈ αˆi and by the induction hypothesisB, pi(y) 1 θ . Consider the hereditary root
a of αi. Since y ∈ αˆi and αi is a (n+ 1)-plane in β , we have aRn+1pi(y). Hence, a 1 [n+ 1]θ . Since a  M(ϕ) it follows that
a 1 [n]θ . Then, there is a z ∈ B such that aRnz and z 1 θ . Since both a and pi(x) belong to the same (n + 1)-plane αi, we
also have pi(x)Rnz. Hence, pi(x) 1 [n]θ . 
Obviously, Lemma 9.4 can be applied successively to all the k-planes β of B. Let us call the resulting model Pk(B) and
the associated projection function pik : Pk(B)→ B. Then by Lemma 9.4, for each subformula ψ of ϕ,
Pk(B), x  ψ ⇐⇒ B, pik(x)  ψ.
Now we prove Lemma 9.3. Define: A0 := A, Ai+1 := Pr−i(Ai), where r is the rank of A. Obviously, the evaluation of
subformulas of ϕ is also preserved in allAi.
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We claim: for each i, Ai is obtained by replacing all (r − i)-planes β of A by Bp(β). Indeed, if i = 0, β is trivial and
Bp(β) = β . For the induction step,Ai+1 is obtained by replacing each (r− i−1)-plane β =∑α∈β{α} inAi by∑α∈β α(p). By
the induction hypothesis,Ai is obtained fromA by replacing all (r− i)-planes α inA byBp(α). Hence, β =∑α∈β ′{Bp(α)},
for some (r − i− 1)-plane β ′ inA. ThenAi+1 is obtained by replacing each β ′ by∑α∈β ′ Bp(α)(p) = Bp(β ′), as required.
As an immediate corollary we obtainAr = Bp(A). It is also easy to prove that pi∗ = pi1 ◦ pi2 ◦ · · · ◦ pir . This proves the
lemma. 
From Lemma 9.3 we obtainBp(A) 1 ϕ, which proves the lemma. 
Combining Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. Suppose dp(ϕ) ≤ m+ 1. Then GLPm ` ϕ if and only if, for allA,Bm+1(A)  ϕ.
Now we prove our main theorem.
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) GLP ` ϕ;
(ii) J ` M+(ϕ)→ ϕ;
(iii) For allA,Bω(A)  ϕ;
(iv) For allA, there is an m such thatBm(A)  ϕ;
(v) For allA,Bm0(A)  ϕ where m0 = dp(ϕ).
Proof. (ii)⇒(i) and (v)⇒(iv) are obvious.
(iv)⇒(ii): If J 0 M+(ϕ) → ϕ, then there is a model A such that A 1 M+(ϕ) → ϕ. As in the proof of Lemma 9.2, by
Lemma 9.3 we obtainBm(A) 1 ϕ, for eachm ≥ 1.
(iii)⇒(v) IfBm0(A) 1 ϕ, wherem0 = dp(ϕ), then by Corollary 7.11Bω(A) 1 ϕ.
(i)⇒(iii): by Corollary 7.13,Bω(A) is a model of GLP. 
We remark that in Statements (iii)–(v) the quantifier over all modelsA can be bounded. The bound depends on the size
of ϕ, which provides a decision procedure for GLP.
Corollary 9.5. GLP is conservative over GLPm for formulas ϕ such that dp(ϕ) ≤ m+ 1.
Proof. If GLPm 0 ϕ and dp(ϕ) ≤ m + 1, by Lemma 9.2 there is a modelA such thatBn(A) 1 ϕ, for each n. By Part (iii) of
the main theorem, this yields GLP 0 ϕ. 
Open question. What is the optimal complexity of the decision procedure for GLP? Does GLP belong to PSpace?4
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